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HIV-1 RT (human immunodeficiency virus-1 reverse transcriptase) is a
multifunctional polymerase responsible for reverse transcription of the HIV
genome, including DNA replication on both RNA and DNA templates.
During reverse transcription in vivo, HIV-1 RT replicates through various
secondary structures on RNA and single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) templates
without the need for a nucleic acid unwinding protein, such as a helicase. In
order to understand the mechanism of polymerization through secondary
structures, we investigated the DNA polymerization activity of HIV-1 RT
on long ssDNA templates using a multiplexed single-molecule DNA flowstretching assay. We observed that HIV-1 RT performs fast primer extension
DNA synthesis on single-stranded regions of DNA (18.7 nt/s) and switches
its activity to slow strand displacement synthesis at DNA hairpin locations
(2.3 nt/s). Furthermore, we found that the rate of strand displacement
synthesis is dependent on the GC content in hairpin stems and template
stretching force. This indicates that the strand displacement synthesis
occurs through a mechanism that is neither completely active nor passive:
that is, the opening of the DNA hairpin is driven by a combination of free
energy released during dNTP (deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate) hydrolysis and thermal fraying of base pairs. Our experimental observations
provide new insight into the interchanging modes of DNA replication by
HIV-1 RT on long ssDNA templates.
Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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Introduction
HIV-1 RT (human immunodeficiency virus-1
reverse transcriptase) is a 66-/51-kDa heterodimeric
DNA polymerase that synthesizes a doublestranded proviral DNA from a viral RNA genome.
The 66-kDa subunit is derived from the viral pol
gene and contains enzymatic active sites for DNA
polymerization and RNase (ribonuclease) H activity, whereas the 51-kDa subunit is derived from
proteolytic cleavage of the RNase H domain in the
66-kDa subunit and lacks any catalytic role.1–3 In
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immunodeficiency virus type-1 reverse transcriptase;
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nucleocapsid.
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vivo, HIV-1 RT possesses three distinct enzymatic
activities: (1) polymerization of cDNA on RNA
templates yielding RNA/DNA duplexes; (2) enzymatic degradation of RNA templates; and (3)
synthesis of DNA using cDNA templates. HIV-1
RT also executes strand displacement synthesis on
an ∼ 634-base-long duplex DNA region (long
terminal repeat sequences) in order to complete
replication of its genome.4,5 Although multifunctional, HIV-1 RT is not an exceedingly efficient DNA
polymerase. DNA polymerization by HIV-1 RT on
both RNA and DNA templates exhibits a slow
enzymatic rate (maximum rate of single-nucleotide
incorporation of ∼ 33 s− 1 at 37 °C),6 low processivity
(1–300 nt, depending on the template sequence),4,7
and poor fidelity (error frequency of 1 in 5900 nt
polymerized on the DNA template).8 Because of its
pivotal role in the HIV-1 life cycle and as a drug
target for the clinical treatment of HIV infection and
AIDS, there have been extensive biochemical studies
on HIV-1 RT, including several kinetic studies for
single-nucleotide addition.6,9
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An interesting open question for HIV-1 RT in
terms of viral life cycle is the effect of the large
number of stable RNA or DNA secondary structures
in the HIV genome during reverse transcription.
During DNA replication, HIV-1 RT uses long
stretches of single-stranded RNA or DNA molecules
as templates. However, unlike most DNA polymerases that form a replisome, HIV-1 RT does not
have customary accessory proteins, such as a helicase, sliding clamp, or single-stranded DNA binding
proteins (SSBs), which accelerate destabilization of
the nucleic acid duplex on the template and increase
processivity of DNA polymerase. Hence, secondary
structures may serve as physical barriers for processive enzymatic synthesis, and HIV-1 RT must have a
different mechanism to cope with secondary structures on the template. Based on the currently
accepted HIV infection mechanism, stable secondary
structures induce pausing of DNA synthesis, and
enzymatic pauses during DNA replication may
result in DNA recombination through template
switching or base misincorporation.10,11 In particular, recombination hot spots were found where
stable stem–loop structures are present in the HIV
genome, such as in the trans-activating response
region. 12,13 At present, however, the molecular
mechanism responsible for the ability of HIV-1 RT
to replicate through successive secondary structures
on a whole genome is not well understood because
bulk studies mainly used short nucleic acids with a
single hairpin for replication templates. The dynamic
nature of HIV-1 RT can be easily obscured in bulk
experiments when a population of RT molecules is
studied because the asynchronous behavior of each
enzyme molecule is not well represented by an
ensemble average. Furthermore, it is experimentally
challenging to study the sequence dependence of
transient enzymatic pauses on templates comparable
in length with the 9.7-kb HIV genome using bulk
enzymology techniques.
In this work, we investigated the DNA polymerization activity of HIV-1 RT using a single-molecule
technique based on the hydrodynamic manipulation of DNA molecules. Single-molecule techniques
offer the ability to monitor multiple turnovers of
the polymerase in real time without ensemble
averaging and therefore present advantageous
methods to study the unsynchronized, sequencedependent dynamics during polymerization on a
long DNA template.14–17 Unlike short oligonucleotide DNA templates heretofore used for HIV-1 RT
studies,7,11,18–21 bacteriophage λ (48.5 kb) contains
variable DNA sequences and secondary structures
in a row as commonly encountered in HIV genome
in vivo.22 We found that during polymerization on
λ DNA, HIV-1 RT can switch between two distinct
modes of DNA synthesis activity—fast primer
extension and slow strand displacement, depending on whether downstream DNA is single
stranded or hairpin structured. The rate of strand
displacement synthesis is further analyzed as a
function of the base sequence of hairpin stems and
the template stretching force. The dependence of
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the strand displacement rate (ksd) on GC-rich
hairpins and high template force led us to
conclude that the free energy contribution of
HIV-1 RT in base-pair destabilization is significant,
such that HIV-1 RT falls in between two limiting
mechanisms—either the free energy release from
dNTP (deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate) hydrolysis drives opening of the DNA duplex or the
polymerase waits for thermal fraying of the DNA
duplex. These new findings allow for a more
quantitative understanding of strand displacement
synthesis catalyzed by HIV-1 RT and offer new
insights on hairpin-induced switching of HIV-1
RT activity along viral RNA or cDNA templates
in vivo.

Results
Single-molecule trajectory of DNA synthesis
catalyzed by HIV-1 RT on single-stranded
DNA template
In our single-molecule experiments, individual
single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) templates are stretched
by hydrodynamic flow in a microchannel (Fig. 1a). The
termini of λ-phage DNA molecules are specifically
end-functionalized with biotin and digoxigenin
separately, such that the biotin-functionalized terminus of DNA is linked to a streptavidin-coated surface
of a flow cell and the digoxigenin end is tethered
to 2.8-μm magnetic beads functionalized with antidigoxigenin (Materials and Methods).23–25 Using
the differential extension of ssDNA and doublestranded DNA (dsDNA) at a constant stretching
force (Fig. 1b), we were able to monitor the enzymatic
conversion of ssDNA to dsDNA on a single-molecule
level based on the change in DNA extension over
time, which is directly measured by observation
of the tethered bead position as a function of time
(Fig. 1c).
We studied the primer extension DNA replication
activity of HIV-1 RT on flow-stretched ssDNA
templates at room temperature (21 °C). An enzyme
solution containing 11 nM HIV-1 RT and a
saturating amount of dNTP (200 μM) was infused
at a flow rate, resulting in a template force of 3.7 pN
(Materials and Methods). In the primer extension
assay, we observed processive stretches of DNA
synthesis occasionally interrupted by a slow mode
of DNA replication, which appeared as a plateau
ranging in time from a few seconds to 200 s (an
example trace is shown in Fig. 1d).
When instantaneous rates of the DNA polymerization trajectories are calculated and drawn into a
histogram (Fig. 1e; Materials and Methods), there are
a dominant peak (Gaussian shape) near 1 nt/s due to
the contribution of the apparent plateaus and
another peak near ∼ 20 nt/s with a long tail. In
contrast, when instantaneous rates are calculated
from bead trajectories that do not show any DNA
synthesis events, the histogram is a simple Gaussian
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Fig. 1. DNA replication on flow-stretched ssDNA by HIV-1 RT. (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. (b)
Force–extension curves for ssDNA and dsDNA. The polymerase activity of ssDNA conversion to dsDNA can be
monitored as a change in the extension length of each DNA molecule at a given force (red arrow). (c) Schematic of DNA
polymerization by HIV-1 RT resulting in a lengthening of an ssDNA tether. (Inset) As HIV-1 RT encounters the hairpin
duplex during DNA polymerization, what is the mechanism for the replication on this region? (d) Sample trajectory
from tracking a DNA-tethered bead over time. (e) Histogram of HIV-1 RT instantaneous polymerization rates from
raw polymerization trajectories at a stretching force of 3.0 pN. Effective plateaus are reflected by a Gaussian peak around
0 nt/s. Original distribution subtracted with the Gaussian fit yields a population for the primer extension activity, which
is fitted with a log-normal function (black line).

with a center at ∼ 0.05 nt/s (see Fig. S1). Therefore,
slopes of the apparent plateaus are larger than those
of the mechanical drift intrinsic to the assay, and we
conclude that the plateaus arise from the slow
synthesis mode of HIV-1 RT.
Hairpin-induced switching of enzymatic activity
to slow synthesis mode of HIV-1 RT
We found that slow DNA synthesis events occur
at similar template locations among experiments in
which we varied the primer sequence, temperature
(21 and 37 °C), and enzyme concentrations (0.5–
54 nM). At 37 °C, we observed a significant decrease
in the durations of the slow DNA synthesis events,
but their template locations remained unchanged
from those observed at 21 °C. We suspected two
reasons for this sequence dependence: First, homopolymeric runs of specific bases may cause slippage
and pausing of HIV-1 RT.4,7,18,26,27 However, we
analyzed the template sequence and did not observe
any significant correlation between homopolymeric

nucleotide stretches on λ DNA and the locations of
slow DNA synthesis.
Sequence-dependent slow synthesis may also
result from hairpin structures on the ssDNA
template. 7,18,21,27–29 We determined that hairpin
locations on λ DNA showed a strong correlation
with the locations of slow DNA synthesis. For the
correlation, we identified stable DNA hairpins at the
experimental salt concentration and temperature by
a rigorous search of the λ-DNA sequence using the
Mfold algorithm.30 We counted hairpins with formation energy, ΔGformation, greater than kBT after
ΔGformation was corrected by the work done by
hydrodynamic stretching force acting against hairpin formation. The selected hairpins range from 3- to
25-base stem hairpins with a small bulge. As a
straightforward initial approach, we summed the
number of bases in hairpin stems within a 250-base
moving window along λ DNA to express hairpin
strength as a function of template position.
The duration of DNA polymerization events
within a 250-base moving window was measured
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Fig. 2. Sequence-dependent strand displacement synthesis of HIV-1 RT. Average dwell time (blue dotted line)
measured along a λ-DNA template (average of 64 traces)
and the number of bases involved in hairpin stems in a
250-base moving window (green continuous line). Correlation analysis between the average dwell time and
hairpin stem number density yields a Pearson coefficient
of 0.75 up to 10,000 nt.

from 64 experimental trajectories (Fig. 2; also see
Supplementary Material). The amplitude of the
dwell time function accounts for durations of slow
synthesis and the number of slow synthesis events
within the moving window; therefore, the function
statistically reflects the relative “strength” of slow
synthesis along the template sequence. The Pearson
correlation coefficient between hairpin strength and
the duration of DNA polymerization was 0.75 up to
10,000 nt. Hence, the observed slow synthesis by
HIV-1 RT is interpreted as hairpin-induced switching of HIV-1 RT activity to slow DNA synthesis,
namely strand displacement synthesis.
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0.0008 s− 1). When the concentration of HIV-1 RT
was less than 1 nM, the distribution is better fit with
a double exponential function, suggesting that there
is more than one major rate-limiting process and
that enzyme dissociation and rebinding processes
likely play a role in the slow synthesis events
observed in between fast stretches of DNA synthesis. Therefore, enzyme dissociation and rebinding
are not rate-limiting processes during slow synthesis
events if the enzyme concentration is in excess of
1 nM (our experiments were mainly conducted at an
enzyme concentration of 11 nM). These observations
are consistent with the reported dissociation constant for interaction of HIV-1 RT and primer–
template DNA between 0.65 and 5 nM6,31 and
with a bulk-level experiment demonstrating that
secondary structures on DNA templates affect
neither RT enzyme dissociation rate nor the enzyme
dissociation constant compared with those measured on a hairpin-free template.21 Because crystal
structures of HIV-1 RT have shown that HIV-1 RT
has a large binding cleft,1–3 it is possible that the
dissociation constant of HIV-1 RT on a DNA
template may be tolerant to the hairpin structure.

Enzyme concentration-independent kinetics of
slow DNA synthesis
Given that hairpins induce HIV-1 RT switching to
a much slower mode of synthesis, one easily
questions whether HIV-1 RT dissociates at the
stem of hairpins and, if so, whether the rebinding
time dominates the duration of the slow synthesis.
Enzyme dissociation at hairpin stems is likely to
occur considering the low processivity of the HIV-1
RT and the process of template switching in vivo,
during which RT jumps between two copies of the
viral genome. We investigated the contributions of
enzyme dissociation and rebinding during slow
synthesis steps by measuring the time duration of
slow synthesis regions at various RT concentrations
(Materials and Methods). If enzyme rebinding is the
major rate-limiting process during slow DNA
synthesis events, then the time durations should be
dependent on the enzyme concentration due to the
waiting time between enzyme dissociation and
rebinding.
For experiments with RT concentrations in the
range of 1–54 nM, the distribution of slow synthesis
durations is well-fitted with a single exponential
decay with similar decay constants (see Fig. 3a and
b; mean of the similar decay constants was 0.027 ±

Fig. 3. Enzyme concentration dependence of durations
of slow DNA synthesis. (a) Histogram of durations of slow
DNA synthesis regions observed during DNA polymerization of 11 nM HIV-1 RT. The histogram is well-fitted to a
single exponential function with a decay constant 0.026 ±
0.001 s− 1. (b) Decay constants for the single exponential fit
to histograms of slow synthesis durations measured at
enzyme concentrations between 1 and 54 nM.
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We further examined the role of hairpin thermal
opening in the slow synthesis events. We found that
the complete opening of a hairpin by thermal
fluctuations has a much longer timescale than the
duration of the slow synthesis (see Supplementary
Material). Considering these observations, we conclude that the rate-limiting process underlying the
observed slow synthesis is based solely on enzyme
kinetics of strand displacement synthesis.
χ2 fitting of single-molecule trajectories to
determine the two synthesis rates
Assuming that primer extension and strand displacement synthesis are the rate-limiting processes
during fast synthesis at open, nonhybridized bases
and slow synthesis at hairpin stem bases, respectively,
we performed a weighted least-squares fitting of our
experimental trajectories with two parameters: the
primer extension rate (kpe) and the ksd (Materials and
Methods). We determined a kpe of 18.7 ± 6.0 nt/s and a
ksd of 2.3 ± 0.56 nt/s. Within the error range, the kpe is
similar to the 22.1 ± 2.4 nt/s acquired from a
histogram of instantaneous slopes in raw trajectories.
The ksd is higher than the 0.28 nt/s measured at 37 °C
in vitro5 or 0.05–0.10 nt/s measured using a singlemolecule FRET technique32 and lower than the 2.98–
4.5 nt/s measured with Moloney murine leukemia
virus RT.33,34 Clearly, the sequence of the template
and stretching force can affect the measured ksd, as
described in the next section.
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chanism suggests that the enzyme may efficiently
couple the energy released from dNTP hydrolysis
(∼ 20 kBT) to unzip the duplex junction, such that the
small base-pair energy difference between AT and
GC (∼ 1-kBT range) is not large enough to contribute
to enzyme dynamics (Fig. 4a). Hence, the time
required for RT to proceed through a hairpin is
proportional to the number of bases in the hairpin
stem and is negligibly affected by variation in base
content in the hairpin stem.
However, the rate of HIV-1 RT strand displacement is nearly 10-fold slower than the rate of primer
extension, which suggests that an additional duplex
melting step in the strand displacement process
may be rate limiting (Fig. 4b).38,39 If we consider
thermal breathing of base pairs during strand
displacement synthesis, we should weight GC
over AT base pairs in hairpin stems to estimate
hairpin strength in the correlation analysis. We
estimated base-pair opening energies using literature values of 2.9 kBT for a GC pair (EGC) and 1.3 kBT
for an AT pair (EAT). 40 These values include
contributions from unpairing of hydrogen bonds,
unstacking from the next base, and base rearrangements. Based on these free energies for base
opening, we estimated transition-state activation
energies for base opening (ΔG‡) using a proportionality factor β (i.e., Brønsted value).41 The ratio of
time required for thermal melting of a GC base pair

Active or passive mechanism for strand
displacement synthesis of HIV-1 RT
Active and passive mechanisms have been used to
describe the duplex unwinding activity of helicases.35,36 Briefly, the active mechanism describes a
helicase as a strong molecular motor such that it
converts chemical energy from NTP hydrolysis to
unzip a duplexed template with high efficiency. On
the contrary, the passive mechanism states that a
helicase translocates to the next base after the
immediately adjacent downstream base pair opens
as a result of thermal fluctuations. Indeed, these
mechanisms are not inherently contradictory, as they
represent two extremes of an energetic continuum
and describe helicases that exhibit a partial passive
mechanism of unwinding, such as T7 helicase.37
While the speed of active unzipping can be as high as
the velocity of translocation on a single-stranded
template, the rate of passive unzipping is limited by
thermal breathing of a base pair at the duplex
junction. Recent theoretical work predicted that the
duplex unwinding rate of a strictly passive helicase
with a kinetic step size of 1 bp would be seven times
slower than the rate of translocation along a singlestranded nucleic acid template.38
Our correlation analysis shown in Fig. 2 considered the number of bases in hairpin stems as a
putative “strength” of each hairpin and is in reasonably good agreement with the active mechanism of
strand displacement of HIV-1 RT. The active me-

Fig. 4. Active and passive mechanisms for strand
displacement DNA synthesis by HIV-1 RT near hairpin
locations. (a) Active strand displacement. Yellow imprint
demonstrates the interaction between the enzyme and the
DNA, which destabilizes the DNA junction (red base). (b)
Passive strand displacement. The enzyme waits for the
junction opening by thermal fluctuations. In both cases, “n
bases” is the number of bases open in front of the enzyme
in each turnover of strand displacement synthesis.
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(τGC) versus an AT base pair (τAT) was calculated by
invoking the Hammond postulate:


‡
 

H GC exp −DGAT = kB T
EGC
EAT

 = exp h
−
H AT e exp −DG‡ = kB T
kB T
kB T
GC

= expðð2:9 − 1:3ÞhÞ
where the proportionality factor β may range
between 0 and 1. If changes in the free energies
for base opening are directly related to changes in
transition-state energy, β = 1 and the ratio τGC/
τAT = 5, which suggest that the time required for RT
to traverse a GC base pair at the duplex junction is
approximately five times longer than that for an AT
base pair during passive strand displacement
synthesis. Therefore, we assigned a weighting factor
of 5 to GC base pairs in counting the number of
bases in hairpin stems. NMR studies on base-pair
opening of DNA duplexes showed that lifetimes of
GC base pairs are approximately three times longer
than those of AT base pairs,42 which is close to our
estimated value for the weighting factor.
Figure 5a shows the correlation between the
weighted number of stem bases and the enzyme
dwell time. The two curves demonstrate an improved correlation in the initial ∼ 2500-base region
compared with the active mechanism (Fig. 2; also
see Supplementary Material for discussions), and
the overall Pearson correlation coefficient is improved to 0.87, which supports the idea that the
synthesis rate of HIV-1 RT is sensitive to the base
sequence in the hairpin stems.
We also found that the distribution of the
weighted number of bases in hairpin stems follows
a single exponential distribution, similar to the
histogram of time duration of slow synthesis (Fig.
3a); however, the distribution of the number of bases
in hairpin stems does not show a single exponential
(Fig. 5b and c). This result contradicts a purely active
strand displacement by HIV-1 RT, whereby the
duration of time spent in strand displacement mode
should be proportional to the run length or the
number of bases in the hairpin duplex. Therefore,
we conclude that HIV-1 RT does not play a purely
active role in hairpin duplex unwinding.
Modeling strand displacement synthesis by
HIV-1 RT
If HIV-1 RT were purely active, the ksd would be
expected to be independent of the GC content in
hairpin stems and template stretching forces; if the
enzyme is passive, the ksd decreases with higher GC
content in hairpin stems and increases with higher
stretching forces. Previous single-molecule studies on
helicases developed a physical model to determine
the active/passive character of helicases based on
their DNA unzipping rate as a function of hairpin
sequence and stretching forces.37,43 We found that the
method can be applied to analyze the ksd of HIV-1 RT
to quantify the passiveness of HIV-1 RT. In order to

Fig. 5. Relatively passive mechanism for strand displacement synthesis of HIV-1 RT. (a) The average dwell
time (blue dotted line) is plotted with the weighted
number of bases in hairpin stems in a 250-base moving
window (red continuous line). The number of hairpin
stem bases is weighted according to the base content in
order to account for the different timescales for thermal
opening in GC and AT base pairs. Correlation analysis
between the two curves yields a Pearson coefficient of
0.87. (b) Histogram of the number of bases in hairpin
stems found in λ-DNA template. (c) Distribution of the
weighted number of stem bases in the DNA template. This
is a histogram version of the red curve in (a).

apply the model developed for helicases to HIV-1 RT
strand displacement data, we made two assumptions:
(1) kpe is sequence independent6,44 and (2) base
incorporation during strand displacement synthesis
is preceded by duplex junction opening by n bases
(Fig. 4), such that the observed ksd is lower than the kpe
by kinetic factors governing breathing of n base pairs,
including the base-pair energy of DNA sequence,
template stretching force, and the active/passive role
of HIV-1 RT for base-pair destabilization. In other
words, the effective free energy to open one base pair
(ΔGbp) consists of the base-pairing energy of the DNA
duplex (ΔG0) and the destabilization energy from
template stretching force (ΔGF) and enzyme (ΔGRT).


DGbp ðFÞ
ksd = kpe exp −n
; where DGbp ðFÞ
kB T
= DG0 − DGF − DGRT
The ksd, measured at a template stretching force of
3.7 pN, decreases with higher GC content in hairpin
stems (Fig. 6a; Materials and Methods). The GC ratio
in the hairpin stem bases yields ΔG0 by using 2.9
and 1.3 kBT for GC and AT base pairs, respectively,40
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hairpin occurs in the first 10,000 nt of λ DNA
(average GC ratio = 0.44). We observed that ksd
moderately increases with template forces (Fig. 6c).
The best fit for ksd(F)/kpe(F) was obtained with
n = 3.8 ± 2.29 bases and ΔGRT = 1.4 ± 0.30 kBT. For the
closest integer value of n = 4 bases, ΔGRT = 1.4 kBT. If
HIV-1 RT were a purely passive enzyme, ΔGRT
should equal 0. Our results indicate that the
contribution of the HIV-1 RT enzyme in destabilization of the DNA duplex is comparable with 72% of
base-pairing energy. Hence, strand displacement of
HIV-1 RT cannot be explained by either a completely passive or a purely active mechanism; however,
HIV-1 RT stands somewhere in between these two
extreme mechanisms.

Discussion
How do other DNA polymerases respond to
hairpins on the template?

Fig. 6. Sequence and stretching force dependence of ksd
and kpe. (a) ksd as a function of GC content in hairpin stems.
The exponential fit based on the simple model for helicase
unzipping yields n = 3 bases and ΔGRT = 1.3 kBT. (b) Forcedependent kpe of HIV-1 RT. (c) The ratio between ksd and
kpe is shown as a function of template stretching force. The
best fit is done with n = 4 bases and ΔGRT = 1.4 kBT (see
Supplementary Material for analysis).

and ΔGF and kpe can be obtained experimentally (see
Supplementary Material). Fitting of data in Fig. 6a
yields n = 2.6 ± 0.30 bases and ΔGRT = 1.2 ± 0.09 kBT
(estimated standard deviation of the fit). For the
closest integer value of n = 3 bases, ΔGRT = 1.3 kBT.
In template force-dependent measurements, we
observed kpe changes with template forces (Fig. 6b;
Materials and Methods). In order to avoid sequencedependent variation of ksd, we calculated ksd around
the template position of 3700 nt where the strongest

The hairpin-induced switch in DNA polymerization activity has been observed in other DNA
polymerases in vitro (e.g., DNA polymerase α,45,46
Escherichia coli DNA polymerase II47 and polymerase
III, 48 and T7 or T4 bacteriophage DNA polymerase21,49). However, addition of helicases or SSB
oftentimes resolved the inhibitory effect of secondary structures on DNA replication by these DNA
polymerases. With our single-molecule assay, we
also observed frequent pausing of T7 DNA polymerase spanning as long as a few tens of seconds
during primer extension replication on flowstretched λ-DNA templates.25 On the contrary, Lee,
et al. found no significant pause of T7 DNA polymerase during leading-strand synthesis in the
presence of helicase (gp4). 17 With phi29 DNA
polymerase, we observed a small number of less
pronounced enzymatic pausing events during
primer extension synthesis on ssDNA templates
and little or no evidence of enzymatic pausing events
during strand displacement replication on flowstretched dsDNA templates (in all single-molecule
experiments, the enzyme concentration significantly
exceeded the dissociation constant for the enzyme/
primer–template pair).23 Enzymatic pauses of DNA
polymerases at template secondary structures may
be a general phenomenon in many DNA polymerases, but each DNA polymerase shows a
different degree of sensitivity to the secondary
structures. Moreover, most DNA polymerases
work with a helicase or an SSB in the context of
a large macromolecular protein superstructure.
Efficient strand displacement activity in some DNA
polymerases, such as phi29 DNA polymerase, could
also facilitate DNA polymerization through secondary structures. HIV-1 RT does not function in a
replisome with customary accessory proteins that
destabilize secondary structures and exhibits an
intrinsically inefficient strand displacement activity;
therefore, HIV-1 RT can be significantly affected by
template secondary structures.7,11,18,21,50
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Comparison with previous kinetic studies
Our data suggest that HIV-1 RT follows a
relatively passive mechanism during strand displacement synthesis on secondary structures. Kinetic
measurements of single-nucleotide incorporation by
HIV-1 RT at pause or nonpause template sites
provided a basis for understanding our data.20,21
Suo and Johnson determined that polymerization at
the template pause sites (generally occurring near
the first base of a DNA hairpin stem) displays
biphasic kinetics—small reaction amplitudes of fast
phase (10–20 s− 1) and large amplitudes of slow
phase (0.02–0.07 s− 1); only single-phase kinetics was
observed at nonpause template DNA sites, composed solely of a large amplitude fast phase (33–
37 s− 1).21 To explain their data, the authors proposed
a model whereby HIV-1 RT binds to DNA either in a
productive or in a nonproductive state at pause sites.
A fast kinetic phase suggests that HIV-1 RT
productively turns over to add a single nucleotide
to the extending DNA chain; however, a slow kinetic
phase results from the nonproductive enzyme state,
which must be converted to the productive state
upon melting of the next stem base pair. We can
relate these two distinct kinetic schemes for pause
and nonpause sites to two distinct kinetic patterns in
our single-molecule assay: replication trajectory
regions exhibiting positive slopes represent fast
single kinetics, whereas slow synthesis regions
represent the dominant slow phase in biphasic
kinetics at pause sites. The timescale of the slowphase kinetics was approximately 30 s,21 which
agrees with the range of our observed slow
synthesis durations. While a conformational change
of the polymerase is likely the rate-limiting step at
nonpause sites,6,9,19 thermal melting of the next
stem base pair, or conversion of the nonproductive
state to the productive state, may serve as the ratelimiting step at pause sites, which supports a
relatively passive mechanism of strand displacement synthesis for HIV-1 RT.
Force dependence of kpe
Template force dependence of HIV-1 RT activity
of DNA polymerization allowed for a comparison of
HIV-1 RT with other DNA polymerases that were
studied at single-molecule level. Although molecular dynamics simulations have generated an interesting discussion regarding polymerization rate as a
function of force,51 we focused our attention on the
relatively low stall force of HIV-1 RT (Fig. 6b). The
stall force for HIV-1 RT was ∼ 7 pN, whereas T7
DNA polymerase stalls at ∼ 34 pN,14 E. coli Klenow
fragment stalls at ∼ 20 pN,15 and phi29 DNA
polymerase stalls at ∼ 37 pN;52 in addition, this
stall force is lower than that measured by atomic
force microscopy where HIV-1 RT molecules were
adsorbed on the cantilever tip. The atomic force
microscopy experiment was conducted by applying
a stretching force to both the enzyme molecule and
the ssDNA template, as opposed to application of a
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small stretching force to DNA templates in our
assay.53 We found that phi29 DNA polymerase
shows robust DNA polymerization activity at
template forces far in excess of 8 pN in the same
experimental conditions, so the strong dependence
of DNA synthesis on the template stretching force is
an intrinsic property of HIV-1 RT. The strong
sensitivity of HIV-1 RT replication to template
stretching force can be understood when considering the low processivity of HIV-1 RT and its weak
interaction with DNA template. In the DNA
polymerase active site, amino acid residues of the
DNA polymerase form a fine network with the
template DNA base, incoming dNTP, two Mg2+
ions, and water molecules, and the correct coordination or interaction among these elements is
required for the phosphodiester bond formation
step.54,55 As higher stretching force is applied to the
ssDNA template, the probability of incoming dNTP
positioning itself correctly in the fine coordination
network of the active site decreases. Compared with
fast and highly processive T7 DNA polymerase,56
HIV-1 RT does not bind as strongly to the DNA
template, and the protein surface area around the
DNA polymerization active site in HIV-1 RT is more
open compared with that in T7 DNA polymerase.
Previous mutational studies also showed that the
flexible active site may explain the low fidelity of
HIV-1 RT.57 We conjecture that these loose structural characteristics may allow HIV-1 RT to tolerate
secondary structures on single-stranded templates
but render HIV-1 RT unable to replicate on
templates stretched with even moderate forces.
HIV-1 RT strand displacement mechanism
The sequence dependence in correlation analysis
(Fig. 5a) and sequence-dependent ksd (Fig. 6a) rule
out a purely active mechanism for HIV-1 RT.
However, the energetic contribution of the enzyme
(ΔGRT) near 1.4 kBT opposes a purely passive
mechanism for HIV-1 RT as well. Although the
exact mechanism is not known, HIV-1 RT may
undergo a conformational change after dNTP hydrolysis, which contributes nearly 72% of the average
base-pairing energy and promotes template duplex
unwinding. This suggests that HIV-1 RT cannot be
explained by either a purely active or an entirely
passive mechanism. HIV-1 RT is another example
where the extreme active or passive classification
cannot be applied for duplex unzipping processes.37
A previous in vitro study using KMnO4 oxidation
revealed that HIV-1 RT melts two bases ahead of
the primer terminus in a strand displacement
construct.58,59 The small difference between our
results of n = 3 or 4 and 2 may be attributed to
differences in experimental design and simple
assumptions in the fitting model.
Note that fitting of the model to the sequencedependent ksd (Fig. 6a) yields similar values of n and
ΔGRT as from force-dependent rates (Fig. 6c).
Analysis of the unzipping rate as a function of GC
content in hairpin stems was not tried in previous
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studies where DNA templates with a single hairpin
were used. By using λ-DNA templates, we had
various naturally occurring hairpins in one template
molecule, and we were able to study ksd as a
function of hairpin stem sequence as well.
Significance of hairpin-induced activity of HIV-1
RT for viral survival
Why does the HIV-1 genome have several
hairpins,22 and why does HIV-1 RT remain an
inefficient polymerase with high mutation rates?
These are interesting and relevant questions. Frequent mutation of the HIV-1 genome is critical for
viral proliferation and results in continued resistance
to antiretroviral drugs. In addition to lack of an
intrinsic proofreading mechanism and low fidelity of
HIV-1 RT,6,8 enzymatic pausing events at homopolymeric sequences or at hairpin structures have been
proposed to enhance viral mutagenesis.10,11,26 In
particular, stable secondary structures on RNA and
newly synthesized cDNA facilitate strand transfer
and template switching, leading to genetic recombination in the retrovirus.7,10,11,13 Also, a recent study
on secondary structures in the HIV-1 RNA genome
reported the role of stem–loop structures in ribosomal pausing during translation, which may result
in frame shifting.22 Therefore, a large number of
stable secondary structures in the HIV-1 genome
may serve an important role for viral survival: HIV-1
per se may favor secondary structures in its genomic
RNA (and intermediate cDNA) in order to increase
overall mutations in future generations of the
virus.60 In this view, a moderately passive mechanism for strand displacement may allow HIV-1 RT to
replicate through various hairpins while maintaining the ability to introduce mutations during slow
strand displacement synthesis.
We should note that nucleocapsid (NC) proteins
interact with HIV-1 RT in several steps during
reverse transcription in vivo. NC is known to
facilitate DNA duplex melting and reannealing in
vitro,60–63 and previous in vitro studies have shown
that complex formation between NC and template
helps in the synthesis of a long DNA product by
HIV-1 RT. 29,64,65 It is interesting to consider a
molecular mechanism whereby NC affects secondary structure for the passage of HIV-1 RT during
DNA replication. Future single-molecule studies of
HIV-1 RT polymerization activity on the HIV-1 viral
genomic sequence in the presence of NC proteins
have the potential to reveal useful information
regarding the sequence-dependent DNA polymerization dynamics of HIV-1 RT.

Materials and Methods
Hydrodynamic flow-stretching assay
In order to observe slow HIV-1 RT activity, we used a
previously described experimental single-molecule assay
with high mechanical stability and spatial resolution.23

High degrees of mechanical stability and spatial resolution
are crucial to observe the relatively slow DNA polymerization activity of HIV-1 RT over a long period; furthermore, a stable assay enables direct identification of fast and
slow modes of DNA synthesis from raw experimental
trajectories without postprocessing of the experimental
data.
The hydrodynamic flow force exerted on the DNAtethered beads was calibrated using the equipartition
theorem, F = kBTl/〈δy2〉, where kB is Boltzmann's constant,
T is absolute temperature, l is the length of DNA molecule,
and 〈δy2〉 is the transverse mean square displacement of a
dsDNA-tethered bead.66 We confirmed that ssDNA and
dsDNA templates experience the same force under a
constant flow rate, regardless of the degree of ssDNA/
dsDNA conversion.23 In addition to the hydrodynamic
force exerted on DNA-tethered beads, a small rare-earth
magnet positioned over the flow cell provides a weak
vertical force (∼ 0.5 pN) to gently levitate beads above the
surface, thereby minimizing nonspecific bead adsorption
to the cover-slip surface. DNA-tethered beads are imaged
using through-objective dark-field microscopy, which
results in a mechanically stable apparatus. Multiplexed
images of 20–40 ssDNA-tethered beads are simultaneously
recorded by a high-resolution charge-coupled device
camera at a frame rate of 1 Hz. Trajectories of beadtethered ssDNA molecules that exhibit DNA synthesis
events are obtained by Gaussian centroid determination of
bead positions in each frame by using Diatrack software
(Semasopht, North Epping, Sydney, New South Wales,
Australia).
The number of bases synthesized by HIV-1 RT was
calculated from displacement of bead centroid position by
the following equation:
no: of nucleotides added
change in bead centroid position ðAmÞ
=
× 48:5kb
jLdsDNA ðFÞ − LssDNA ðFÞ j
where LdsDNA(F) and LssDNA(F) are the extension lengths
of λ dsDNA and ssDNA at stretching force F, respectively.
DNA templates and enzymes
Bacteriophage λ DNA (48.5 kb) was purchased from
New England Biolabs (Ipswich, MA) and was used as
template DNA in primer extension experiments. Biotin- or
digoxigenin-labeled oligonucleotides and the DNA primer
for the primer extension assay were purchased from
Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA). Further
information on DNA template construction had been
described in detail by Kim et al.23 Recombinant HIV-1 RT
was purchased from Worthington Biochemical Corporation (Lakewood, NJ), and phi29 DNA polymerase was
purchased from New England Biolabs. We confirmed the
purity of the HIV-1 RT stock by running SDS-PAGE.
Primer extension assay
Single-molecule experiments for primer extension DNA
synthesis were conducted with ssDNA tethers, which
were generated either by denaturing dsDNA with high
pH treatment or by digestion of the nontethered strand by
λ exonuclease (experimental details may be found
elsewhere23,25). DNA synthesis was monitored while
HIV-1 RT reaction buffer (50 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.3,
40 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 100 μg/ml of
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bovine serum albumin) containing saturating amounts of
substrate dNTP (200 μM) and HIV-1 RT (11 nM) was
infused into the microfluidic flow cell. DNA replication
initiates at the 3′ end of a 21-base primer (5′-AGG TCG
CCG CCC CGT AAC CTG-3′) annealed near the surface
end of the ssDNA tether. Unless otherwise stated,
experiments were conducted at room temperature
(21 °C) with a solution flow rate of 2.9 ml/h, which
results in an equivalent template force of 3.7 pN.
In phi29 DNA polymerase experiments, we used 15 nM
enzyme solution in 50 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5, 10 mM
(NH4)2SO4, 10 mM MgCl2, 4 mM DTT, and 200 μg/ml of
bovine serum albumin.

kpe as a function of template force
We calculated force-dependent kpe from a histogram of
instantaneous polymerization rates from multiple traces
of DNA synthesis (N 20; Fig. 1e). We extracted the primer
extension activity population by fitting a Gaussian
function to the peak around 1 nt/s and subtracting the
Gaussian fit from the original histogram. The remaining
histogram for primer extension activity was fitted with a
log-normal function in order to fit a relatively long tail of
the kpe values. kpe was calculated from the mean of the lognormal function (Fig. 6b). See Supplementary Material for
further details.

Data analysis
Instantaneous polymerization rates from raw trajectories
We defined instantaneous polymerization rates as the
current DNA synthesis rates at any moment in time along
an experimental replication trajectory (e.g., Fig. 1d) and
calculated them from raw trajectories by a least-squares
fitting approach with a fixed moving window. The
window size was chosen large enough to avoid experimental noise taken as enzymatic rate and small enough to
avoid slow synthesis phase underestimating the rate of
primer extension polymerization events. We used a
window size of 20 for data acquired at 1 Hz (also see
Supplementary Material).
Determining the duration of slow synthesis events
When the instantaneous rate is under a certain threshold
value, it is taken as a slow synthesis. The threshold for
determining slow synthesis is critical as low threshold
values result in experimental noise underestimating the
durations, whereas large threshold values result in failure
to detect events in a trajectory. The first and last slow
synthesis events recorded in each trajectory were discarded because they can include enzyme binding and
complete dissociation, respectively. The calculations were
performed with Matlab, and exponential curve fitting on
the duration histogram was performed using Igor Pro
(WaveMetrics, Lake Oswego, OR).
χ2 fitting
Our model predicts that enzyme dwell time is composed
of primer extension (rate of a) and strand displacement
ðxi Þ
synthesis (rate of b): Tðxi Þ = 250 − stem
+ stembðxi Þ ; where
a
stem(xi) is the number of bases in hairpin stems within
moving window xi along the template. We found para2
n 
P
tðxi Þ − Tðxi Þ
meters (a, b), which minimize v2 =
; where
ji
i=1

t(xi) is enzyme dwell time in a 250-bp moving window and
σi is the standard error in t(xi).67 We used the standard
deviation in t(xi) in 64 traces for the standard error, σi.
Further details and a fitting plot are provided in Supplementary Material.
Estimation of ksd versus GC ratio
Based on the assumptions that enzyme dwell time is
composed of primer extension and strand displacement
and that kpe is not sequence dependent (18.7 ± 6.0 nt/s),6,44
we estimated ksd from the average dwell time with a
window of 250 bp. The error bars in Fig. 6a were estimated
from error in average dwell time and kpe. See Supplementary Material for further details.
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